
  Innovate at the POS.

Verifone provides value-added services 
and customization quickly and easily at the 
POS without needing to recertify. With the 
protection of SCA, remove your POS from 
the EMV certification process, allowing for 
an open software architecture, APIs and 
third-party app development. Verifone 
Payment Solutions not only prepare you 
for today’s payments, but also for whatever 
tomorrow will bring. 

     Eliminate the need to recertify every 
time a change is made

     Simplify the complexity of managing 
payments

Verifone
Payment
Solutions

SIMPLE.
SECURE.
FLEXIBLE. 
FUTUREPROOF 
PAYMENTS.

PAYMENT COMPLEXITY
MADE SIMPLE.

Verifone’s Point, RTS and FIPay Payment 
Solutions all help simplify payments, speed 
payment innovation, improve payment security 
and easily meet future payment requirements while 
reducing PCI compliance burdens. With multiple 
configurable options, there’s sure to be a solution 
to fit your business needs.

  Pain-free payments.

Verifone Payment Solutions provide a 
flexible, secure and reliable payment 
architecture to support today’s complexities 
and tomorrow’s uncertainties. The secure, 
semi-integrated payment architecture 
removes payment complexity from your 
POS system while increasing the security of 
cardholder data. Utilize Estate Management 
for troubleshooting, asset tracking, remote 
device and content management.
 
     Stay PCI compliant without effort
     Streamline requirements and 

certifications
     Select the payment device to meet 

your business need

  Security is our top priority.

Security is the #1 concern amongst CIOs, 
and there is a reason for that. Hacking and 
breaches are increasing, and consumers are 
concerned, which can impact the bottom 
line. A recent study showed that 84% of 
Americans feel retail payment security factors 
into decisions about where they shop. 
With Verifone Payment Solutions, you get 
Verifone’s semi-integrated Secure Commerce 
Architecture (SCA), which means that 
transaction data is encrypted at the moment 
of entry and segregated from the POS – 
greatly reducing the risk of a security breach.
  
     Reduce your risk of a security breach
     Take the guesswork out of managing 

multiple payment types
     Accelerate acceptance of EMV and 

mobile wallets

Simplify the 
complexity 

of managing 
payments

Accept the 
payment methods 

your customers 
demand

Adhere to security 
and compliance 

standards



Multiple Solutions.
Multiple Options. 
Multiple Terminals.
Multiple Configurations.
Multiple Processors.
One Integration.
One Solution.
One Supplier.

One supplier giving you the  
freedom to select the solution 
that will fit your business needs 
for today and tomorrow. 

Processor, connection 
and card type flexibility 
with Point Classic:

      Processor agnostic

     Allows for multiple connects 
out of the gateway

    Card type/requirements flexibility

     Allows for VSP security and 
card-based tokenization

     Robust reporting redundancy 
(transaction reporting and detail 
reports) direct from solution versus 
from processor

Multi-processor solutions 
putting the choice in 
your hands with 
FIPay Enterprise:

      Multi-processor solution

      Encryption and tokenization

      Server-based, semi-integrated solution 
(POS, back-office server, cloud)

      Device agnostic

      Multiple retail vertical support

What’s keeping you up 
at night?

Simplifying Payments
      Keeping up with the rules and 

regulations of my payment ecosystem
      PCI compliance
      Simplifying my environment
      Streamlining management of my 

whole payment environment

Securing Payments
      Avoiding costly and painful 

data breaches
      Fraud alerts
      Removing payments from my 

environment
      EMV compliance

Flexible Payments
      Simplifying omni-channel for a  

single-user experience
      Freedom to switch processing  

partners as needed
      Mobile payments (ability to support 

new payment form factors within my 
environment)

Futureproof Payments
      Adoption of new payment methods 

(e.g. wallets)
      Ensuring my investments are protected 

against future changes

Remove customer data 
from your environment 
or control it all with RTS:

      Two configurations; Verifone hosted 
or customer hosted

      Single tenant

      Authorization and settlement

      Multi-processor

      Customized solution

      Device agnostic

      Can accept CPA, FIPay or 
direct integration

      Robust reporting redundancy 
(transaction reporting and details 
reports) direct from solution versus 
processor

Contact a Verifone payment expert today 
to review your payment needs.

Shift the liability with 
Point Enterprise so you 
can focus on your 
business:

    Fewer points of failure

     Single-processor solution 
(processor has to be able to accept 
all types of transactions)

     Depending on processor, you have 
encryption and tokenization as part 
of this solution

    Liability shift

Five, flexible configurations to
address your payment concerns.Verifone 

Payment
Solutions
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